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Those dam buzzing flies

PRECISION
AEROBATICs

04 September
Fantastic
conditions all day
except for the tiny
flys that buzzed
in your ears, run
up your nose, and
blinded you from
seeing. Despite
all that, what a
fantastic day.

Perfect weather,
“
perfect club
conditions greated
all 10 entries

”

The second competition at TMFC, now
becoming the second best Pattern
Competition venue in the Cape. An entry
of 11 had confirmed, Rory had work
commitments and with drue his entry. So
the 10 pilots arived at 8 in the morning
to cloudles skys, no wind, just perfect
conditions.
The new energy from the committee showed.
Refreshemnts available all day and a lunch
time braai.
Lawrance was the only SPORTSMAN entry, as
he told me to start, he hasnt had much time
to check out the schedule, (thats what we
all say). He did however have engine issues
most of the day, but managed to complete the
schedule on rounds 3 and 4, next time I hope
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he gets all four scores. Mike next in the INTERMEDIATE
class, one again the only entry, Mikes consistent flying
except for round 3 gave him a respectable 59%. Three
entries in ADVANCED class saw a close battel between
Cobus, now 4 stroke and Aubrey. Ozzie battled but
put in a stirling effort. Cobus won the first two rounds
clearly ahead of Aubrey, but Aubrey fort back to win the
last two rounds and the class win, but only just.
And finally to the “big Guns” MASTERS class. The
regular 5 pilots took to the sky. Rodney’s second
comp this year were he completed all four rounds.
He finished on a respectable 52% behind John and
Claude. The real battle was once again between Stuart
and Ernie. Ernie winning the opening round when
Stuart rolled instead on combination roll and scored
a ‘0’. Ernie did out of sequence on his second flight
which gave the win to Stuart. Rounds 3 and 4 were
clearly won by Ernie with fantastic high scores. Stuart
fort back on the final round but clipped the box and a 0
score was given, OUCH!!
A fantastic day despite the bitting bugs, thanks to Kas
and Martin for there dedication and support, to TMFC
members and committee.
The event will be HRF in October and maybe a new
venune in November, dates to be confirmed.
Thanks again, Pattern is on the increase lets all
together keep the momentum going and maybe we will
get the support and interest from othe Cape clubs.
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